
The Greater Sydney Commission
Draft South District Plan.

We attended the Community Consultation held at George's
River Council hosted by the honourable Morris Iemma.

 We were delighted by Mr Iemmas presentation.

Most of what he said such as job creation , provision of
infrastructure, (transport , health, education and traffic
management) we would take as given  on the basis of the
inevitable increased density.

Our particular interest is in the maintenance of the liveability
of our region .
We oppose utterly the ugliness and uniformity of the present
developments in Sydney. 

Up to now there appears to have been no vision for a better
Sydney . 

Developers have been driving the change with minimal
oversight by Councils Citywide. 

If this continues it will lead to an UGLIER SYDNEY !

Mr Iemma spoke of ' sympathetic development ' , ' adequate
landscape, 'tree canopies ' for visual softening and heat
moderation . 
It was music to our ears. 
It's GOOD PLANNING !
He also spoke of linking green spaces with cycle ways and



walkways. 

We are very interested in Heritage buildings being maintained
and the local character of our areas preserved. 

Big building MUST have decent setbacks and proximity to
open space. Deep plantings , big trees are an essential .

The disaster that is Canterbury Road, which is uniformly ugly
and a heat trap, cannot be allowed to happen again. 
VARIATION is a requirement. Tall buildings next to town
houses , and heritage buildings adjacent to medium height
buildings. 

We see two major problems in Sydney

Liveability.
Rising cost of housing.    

The two things are linked in that investors are dominating the
housing market. Local investors are propped up by negative
gearing and foreign investors see Sydney as a safe haven to
park their money.
Liveability is very low on the investors priorities.

Somehow this must be changed. Government needs to
intervene.

One question we must ask ourselves is :
Do we want Hong Kong to be our template or do we aim for
Paris ? 
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